CIRCULAR and ECOLOGICAL ECONOMY (Japanese)

- The life-based ecosystem draws potential of people and nature in the region.

**[Self-reliance & decentralization] × [Mutual cooperation] × [Circulation & symbiosis]**

Ownership | Networks | Sustainability

⇒ Vital Circular and Ecological Economy (Regional CES)

- The basis for local communities that leads growth by creating new values and business.

**A life-based ecosystem by ownership & networks**

- Synergy between disaster prevention infrastructure and nature with disaster prevention ability
- Avoidance & reduction of damages due to the impact of climate change
  (Adaptation)
- Electric distribution network underground for disaster prevention, landscape, renewable energy
- Building regional logistics hubs that can support disaster responses

**Regional CES**

- Safe, convenient, and senior- and family-friendly transportation
- Transport system that draws local attractiveness
- User-friendly and attractive transportation & mobility systems

**Disaster-resilient city planning**

- Vital community with integrated city planning and transportation
- Disaster-resilient city infrastructure
- Disaster-resilient energy systems and infrastructure

**Manufacturing Industry**

- Next generation and high quality main grid with digital technology
- Green manufacturing process with The world’s most advanced and the highest standards

**Transport system that draws local attractiveness**

- User-friendly and attractive transportation & mobility systems
- Electric distribution network underground for disaster prevention, landscape, renewable energy
- Building regional logistics hubs that can support disaster responses

**Regional CES**

- Safe, convenient, and senior- and family-friendly transportation
- Electric distribution network underground for disaster prevention, landscape, renewable energy
- Building regional logistics hubs that can support disaster responses

**Disaster-resilient city planning**

- Vital community with integrated city planning and transportation
- Disaster-resilient city infrastructure
- Disaster-resilient energy systems and infrastructure

**Supplying materials and products to support decarbonization**

- Manufacturing Industry

“Society 5.0” and improved productivity create
Richness can be spread out nationwide as a self-reliant region having organic linkages with other regions enables people to live a healthy and lively life with happiness and pride.